
Free-standing Units for smaller offices which discharge hot 
air out of a 4” - 6” hose, which is directed out of a window or 
door, or into a ceiling void. Normally up to 12,000 Btu/hr 
cooling.

Key Product Features

Quick, versatile and easy to use

 Continuous drain option if you do 
not want water to be collected into a 
condensate tank

Great alternative to fixed air conditioning

 Easy to use: just plug into an ordinary 
13 amp socket and run hot air discharge 
duct to outside 3.2kW (12,000 Btu/hr)

Key Applications

Single offices

 Site cabins

 Small domestic 
rooms

 IT and server 
rooms

More cooling less power
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There are three types available:

1 Evaporative Coolers
For open plan areas and congregational areas
where windows are not accessible. These work
by evaporating water into the air, thereby cooling
it. The humidity caused is then taken away by the
general airflow.

2 Standalone Mono Air conditioners
Free-standing Units for smaller offices which
discharge hot air out of a 4” - 6” hose, which is
directed out of a window or door, or into a ceiling
void. Normally up to 12,000 Btu/hr cooling.

3 Refrigerative Split Coolers
For larger rooms with access to windows. More
powerful units which have an internal (evaporator)
unit and external (condenser) unit joined by a small
flexible pipe
2.5m - 6m long. The external unit is usually hung out
of a window or put in an outside corridor. Normally
up to 18,000 Btu/hr cooling. The 22,000 Btu/hr unit
can have up to a 30m long connecting hose.

EVAPORATIVE COOLERS

EXHAUST TUBE UNIT

SPLIT TYPE UNITS

Portable air conditioning is the most 
flexible solution for all types of 
environment, providing you with all the 
benefits of a fixed system without the 
need for extensive capital outlay. 
When you hire portable air conditioning 
you can be sure you are getting the 
right product for your needs at the 
right price, when you need it.

Technical specifications

Cooling Capacity kw 3.2

Air Flow m3/hr 380

Power 240V/13A

Dimensions cm   L 

W 

H

37 

45 

85

Weight Kg 45

Noise rating dBA 52


